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‘Explores the visceral emotional labour involved in surviving – and creating – home.’

The Psychologist, In Loco Parentis 2020

‘I actually think it was so profound that some were stunned into silence.’

Attachment Specialist, Audience, In Loco Parentis 2020

Under choreographer/director Charlotte Vincent, Vincent Dance Theatre has a reputation for

inventive political productions which quite literally delve into the fabric of British society through

a socially engaged, UK wide research process. Virgin Territory (2016), made in collaboration with

four teenagers, examined the impact of our over-sexualised culture on girls, earning two National

Dance Award nominations. Vincent’s Shut Down (2017), with an all-male cast, including three

teenagers, was critically acclaimed for its witty, thought-provoking take on what it means to be a

man today. In Loco Parentis (2020) turned the company’s attention towards themes of home,

family and belonging.  Made through a process of socially engaged research and embedded with

real-life testimonies, this intergenerational dance theatre production reflected on inherited cycles

of trauma, rupture and repair that result in children being placed into foster care, care homes and

adoptive families.



Building on the company’s research for and production of In Loco Parentis - halted a week after the

premiere, mid-tour in March 2020 due to the global pandemic – Vincent Dance Theatre’s new

full-length production Hold Tight takes a wider look at family, home and belonging, drawing parallels

with our collective experience of trauma and dislocation experienced over the past 2 years.

Layered with psychological and emotional tension, and staged on the set with a huge blackboard

backdrop originally designed for In Loco Parentis, Hold Tight carries forward material based on

testimonies from care-experienced young people, to embed their unique lived experience into a wider
reflection on what home, family and belonging means to us now.

Post pandemic, is there really a functioning family ‘norm’ to return to? Hold Tight instead speaks of

how human connection - a secure attachment - above all else, is what we all need to survive.

Hold Tight is an inter-generational ensemble production performed by long term VDT collaborators

Robert Clark, Janusz Orlik, Aurora Lubos, Valerie Ebuwa and Antonia Grove plus 3 teenager

performers Eben Roddis (Shut Down), Maia Faulkner (Virgin Territory) and T from In Loco Parentis.

Hold Tight is a blended offer to promoters, consisting of a full-length live ensemble production

and an online collection of 8 short films.

Appealing to current audience trends and to avoid further disruption to your programming Hold

Tight can be programmed as concurrent live and online events or just as one chosen element.



PRESENTING HOLD TIGHT

HOLD TIGHT SHORT FILMS will be hosted on VDT’s YouTube channel and will be available for

sharing via venue websites or screened in venues.

AUDIENCE: Hold Tight is appropriate for: Families with Teenagers, Young People 14+; Care

Experienced young people over 14; Parents, Guardians, Foster Carers; Adopted Parents, Social

Care and Family Intervention Practitioners, Teachers, Attachment Leads and general dance /

theatre attendees.

PARTICIPATION: VDT’s flexible, bespoke PARTICIPATORY OFFERS are designed with each

presenter, reflecting a specific focus: community; education (formal and/or informal); medical;

Online Contextual Resources found at www.vincentdt.com support enhanced understanding of

the production and films and the issues explored within them. VDT also has a growing

partnership with Digital Theatre +, a subscription platform for practitioner and (mainly HEI)

student use.

AUDIENCE FEEDBACK In Loco Parentis (2020 -on stage and online)

“Really beautiful very, very moving” Audience member & Q+A participant

“This piece strikes to heart of what it's like to be within the madness of it all [care system]”
Audience Member & Q+A Participant

“I loved the multi-layering and your varied use of media. I thought this enabled the audience
to have a sense of the confusion around our children…I think many will be processing what
they experienced for many weeks.” Louise Michelle Bombèr, Strategic Attachment Lead Teacher
& Therapist (Post-show Q+A Panel Member)

“Congratulations for a cracking show last night. Always challenging and such a brilliant cast –
a true VDT experience.” Cath James, Artistic Director, South East Dance

“That's my life there on stage” Audience Member / Foster Carer

“Excellent show, really enjoyed it, the performers, music content, best yet!!” Audience Member

“Many people were moved to tears… [some] from the very first to the very final scene.”
Audience Member

“Insightful performance, understanding and compassionate. Would recommend to see this
company.” Audience Member

“A night of vivid dreams about your work... the word that came up over and over was
‘belonging’: what it means to belong to ourselves and to a family, and how can we find that, if
we are only shown abandonment? And how that sense of belonging to ourselves or to others
shapes us. It felt like more than ‘attachment’ somehow. Work to chew on and mull over.
Bravo. Thank you”. Audience Member

http://www.vincentdt.com


BOOKING DETAILS

Available for touring October / November 2022 onwards

No. of performers: 7-8 Performers

Total no. on the road: 10

Min. stage area: 10m x 10m

Get-in: Day Before

Outline Technical requirements: See separate tech. spec

Technical staff required: Two theatre technicians.

Running time: 90 minutes

Wraparound (prices available) Venues are invited to programme bespoke participation /
professional development activity alongside the
production. Contact pip@vincentdt.com for details

Video trailer for In Loco Parentis: https://youtu.be/lG_twP845Mw

Fee: £2,000 + VAT (plus travel and accommodation to be
negotiated) for LIVE work only.

£1,000 + VAT for 8 x FILMs

£2,800 + VAT for blended package of LIVE and 8 x FILMs
(online or live presentation)

Contact: Sarah Trist @ Sarah Trist Dance Management Agency
07757 654790 sarah@stdma.com
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